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Baanka City Guide 
Baanka, Syaama’s capital city is located 
towards the centre of the country, near the 
coast. A vibrant city chock chock-full of wats 
(monastery temples), skyscrapers, and 
cars; there there’s is never a moment the 
city does doesn’tnot pulse with life.  
 
Ti Baanka is the old city, founded when 
Anwe the Unbreakable needed a new 
capital after Thaya fell. It is a maze of 
smoggy roads, road side eateries, and 
hidden temples. It is the heart of Baanka 
and where most of its population lives.  
 
Mekh Baanka is the newest part of the city, ; 
built a kilometerkilometre above the old city 
at the top of skyscrapers and connected by 
thousands of enclosed walkways. Here, the 
richest and most affluent Syaamese make 
their homes and businesslive and work.  

Politics 
Baanka is Syaama’s political centre. It is 
where the Anwe makes his or her home and 
where the Syaamese government is 
located. Syaama has two ruling bodies: the 
monarchy and the government. The 
monarchy, led by the Anwe, is said to have 
no official standing. Yet, if the Anwe finds 
the government's actions unjust they he or 
she hashave the ability to overrule any law 
or policy put into place. 
 
The government is run by a democratically 
elected Prime prime Minister minister who 
may sserves a single term of four years 
maximum of one term of four years. The 
Prime prime Minister minister presides over 
the senate, which is made up of many 
different parties who have been voted into 
power. Every four years when the Prime 
prime Minister minister changes, so does 
the senate.  
 

The Syaamese government is notoriously 
corrupt. But when many politicians are 
called out for underhanded dealings, they 
are quick to admit to their wrongdoings, 
because of the teachings of Sansana. This 
makes the Syaamese political scene oddly 
dishonest and honest at the same time. The 
people have learned to deal with the 
system, such as it is, always hoping the 
next elected Prime prime Minister minister 
will enact the change the country truly 
needs. 
 
With Anwe the Silent overruling overturning 
many of the laws the government’s new 
laws is putting into place—, even the 
beneficial, nonpartisan ones—, the fractious 
governmental parties have begun to rally. 
Whether parties it is because they support 
or oppose the Anwe, or oppose her, it 
seems Syaamese politics is taking on an 
upswing.    

Transportation 
Baanka is a gigantic city split into several 
different neighbourhoodsdistricts. Because 
Due to of the sheer number of people living 
in the city and its size, traffic can beis 
terrible. There are multiple ways of getting 
yourself from point a A to point bB. The first, 
and most obvious, is by car. Roads leading 
to Mekh Baanka and to Ti Baanka are 
normally one long traffic line of people trying 
to getgoing to work or trying to getreturning 
home. Even away from these choked traffic 
pointsthe main roads, the streets of Baanka 
are packed with hundreds thousands of cars 
sputtering fumesfuel and honking horns. 
Many people in Syaama elect to take a the 
bus rather than sitting in a car, because it is 
affordable cheaper, and if you they have to 
sit in traffic, at least theyyou can sit 
talkingtalk to someone elsee about your 
day. 
 
Motorcycles weave their way through the 
multitudes of cars. While Syaama does 
have traffic rules about where and when 
motorcycles are allowed to drive and when, 
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they these regulations are mostly ignored. 
Motorcycles taxis are a popular mode of 
transportation for many peoplethose who 
need to get somewhere fast; and it isn’t 
uncommon to see three people on one a 
bike at once. 
 
Finally, there is the skycar. The skycar runs 
from Baanka’s International Airport, makes 
four stops in Ti Baanka, and then circles 
Mekh Baanka. When it was built, the skycar 
was criticiszed for its costticket price, which 
was far above what a normal person in 
Baanka could afford. In recent years, the 
cost has been lowered and free travel is 
available for to school-aged children, ; 
making it a viable mode of transportation in 
the huge city.  
 only her inner circle knows this is because 
of heavy bribing and extortion.  
 
 


